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	Data Analysis with Python: A Modern Approach, 9781789950069 (1789950066), Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn a modern approach to data analysis using Python to harness the power of programming and AI across your data. Detailed case studies bring this modern approach to life across visual data, social media, graph algorithms, and time series analysis.

	
		Key Features

		
			Bridge your data analysis with the power of programming, complex algorithms, and AI
	
			Use Python and its extensive libraries to power your way to new levels of data insight
	
			Work with AI algorithms, TensorFlow, graph algorithms, NLP, and financial time series
	
			Explore this modern approach across with key industry case studies and hands-on projects


	
		Book Description

	
		Data Analysis with Python offers a modern approach to data analysis so that you can work with the latest and most powerful Python tools, AI techniques, and open source libraries. Industry expert David Taieb shows you how to bridge data science with the power of programming and algorithms in Python. You'll be working with complex algorithms, and cutting-edge AI in your data analysis. Learn how to analyze data with hands-on examples using Python-based tools and Jupyter Notebook. You'll find the right balance of theory and practice, with extensive code files that you can integrate right into your own data projects.

	
		Explore the power of this approach to data analysis by then working with it across key industry case studies. Four fascinating and full projects connect you to the most critical data analysis challenges you're likely to meet in today. The first of these is an image recognition application with TensorFlow – embracing the importance today of AI in your data analysis. The second industry project analyses social media trends, exploring big data issues and AI approaches to natural language processing. The third case study is a financial portfolio analysis application that engages you with time series analysis - pivotal to many data science applications today. The fourth industry use case dives you into graph algorithms and the power of programming in modern data science. You'll wrap up with a thoughtful look at the future of data science and how it will harness the power of algorithms and artificial intelligence.

	
		What you will learn

		
			A new toolset that has been carefully crafted to meet for your data analysis challenges
	
			Full and detailed case studies of the toolset across several of today's key industry contexts
	
			Become super productive with a new toolset across Python and Jupyter Notebook
	
			Look into the future of data science and which directions to develop your skills next


	
		Who this book is for

	
		This book is for developers wanting to bridge the gap between them and data scientists. Introducing PixieDust from its creator, the book is a great desk companion for the accomplished Data Scientist. Some fluency in data interpretation and visualization is assumed. It will be helpful to have some knowledge of Python, using Python libraries, and some proficiency in web development.
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Beginning HTML5 Games with CreateJSApress, 2014

	Beginning HTML5 Games with CreateJS provides a hands-on approach to get you up and running with the most comprehensive tools available for HTML5 Canvas game development. Whether you are brand new to...


		

Data Dissemination and Query in Mobile Social Networks (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2012

	With the increasing popularization of personal hand-held mobile devices, more people use them to establish network connectivity and to query and share data among themselves in the absence of network infrastructure, creating mobile social networks (MSNet). Since users are only intermittently connected to MSNets, user mobility should be...


		

The Vascular Endothelium I (Handbook of Experimental Pharmacology) (v. 1)Springer, 2006


	It was with great pleasure that I accepted the invitation of Springer to edit

	this book.My association with the vascular endothelium covers a large part of

	my scientific career and, as with any good long-standing relationship, it has

	had moments of great excitement and periods of laborious construction. It

	has sometimes been...




	

Photoshop Elements 14 For Dummies (For Dummies (Computer/Tech))For Dummies, 2015

	The bestselling book on Photoshop Elements—now in a new edition


	Getting great photos is easier than you think—it just takes some know-how and a tool like Adobe's Photoshop Elements. Photoshop Elements 14 For Dummies is a fun and easy-to-follow guide for photographers and photo enthusiasts who want to...


		

Visual Basic Programmer's Guide to the .NET Framework Class Library (Kaleidoscope)Sams Publishing, 2002
Visual Basic Programmer's Guide to the .NET Framework Class Library is the definitive guide every Visual Basic .NET developer needs to understand the capabilities of .NET namespaces and increase productivity inside the .NET framework. Lars Powersand Mike Snell have provided a comprehensive book that details the capabilities of the key namespaces,...

		

Core Java™ 2 Volume I - Fundamentals, Seventh EditionPrentice Hall, 2004
In late 1995, the Java programming language burst onto the Internet scene and gained instant celebrity status. The promise of Java technology was that it would become the universal glue that connects users with information, whether that information comes from web servers, databases, information...
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